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ON THE
RISE

SUGAR SHAKE-UP
Finding sweet success with sugar alternatives

THE SUGAR STRUGGLE

40%

Consumers are fighting their collective sweet tooth.

of American households use sugar substitutes.

62%
of those changing their
diet to lose weight
actively eat less chocolate
and fewer sugary sweets.

54%
of 25- to 34-year-olds buy
desserts or baked goods
made with alternative
sweeteners and less fat.

SUGAR: A STAPLE
Bakers love refined sugars because
they leaven flour, contribute to
browning, and add chewiness and
crispness to baked goods.

With consumers eyeing sugar
intake, how can you slash
sugar but stay sweet?

THE SWEET OPPORTUNITY

32%

$16.53 BILLION
the projected value of the sugar
substitutes market by 2020

say it’s very important
that foods are low
in sugar.

SLASH THE SUGAR
25%

Spices like cinnamon, cardamom, nutmeg and
allspice can make up for some loss of sweetness.

of sugar can be cut from standard
muffin recipes without negatively
impacting flavor or texture.

Replace refined sugars with better-for-you
natural sweeteners like agave nectar, honey,
maple syrup or zero-calorie natural sweeteners
like stevia and monk fruit.

DON’T DESERT DESSERT

Consumers might be conscious of their sugar intake, but they still want to indulge.

Photos by Thinkstock

65%
say the taste of cakes and
pies is more important
than nutritional content.

46%
eat cakes and pies
as an indulgence.

Miniature desserts
and small portions
help customers
manage their sugar
intake without
sacrificing flavor.

Sources: “We Are What We Eat: Healthy Eating Trends Around the World,” Nielsen, January 2015; “U.S. Households: Do you Use Sugar Substitutes?,” 2015; “Sugar
Substitutes Market Worth $16.53 Billion USD By 2020,” Markets and Markets, 2015; “Sugar 101,” American Heart Association, Aug. 29, 2016; “The Great Muffin
Makeover,” Harvard Business Review, 2010; “What Experts Know About Reducing Sugar in Baking,” Ali Slagle, Food52, Feb. 16, 2016; “How to Bake With Stevia Instead
of Sugar,” Deborah Lundin, Livestrong.com, Feb. 2, 2014; "Baking Industry Consumer Trends: What’s on the Horizon?,” American Bakers Association, Sept. 19, 2014

FROM THE
PANTRY

A SURPRISE
INSIDE
INNOVATION
STATION

IT'S AN EASY
SELL BECAUSE
IT'S VERY
ECONOMICAL
FOR THE
CUSTOMER.
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The appeal of piñata cakes is clear: Slice into what
looks like a regular single-tier cake, and a flow of
colorful candy spills out. But while these cakes
have gone viral among home bakers, they aren’t a
staple on bakery menus. As novelty and candylaced desserts grow in popularity, piñata cakes
can be a profitable niche item for
artisanal bakeries.
In addition to being a festive dessert choice,
piñata cakes can help bring in more customers who
may not be in the market for an elaborate dessert.
“It’s an easy sell because it’s very economical for
the customer,” says Sherry Sobel, owner of A Cake
in Time in Mount Sinai, New York. Her bakery
creates custom gender-reveal cakes that spill out
blue or pink candy when cut.
While Sobel’s specialty is elaborately decorated
multitier cakes, these gender-reveal piñata-style
cakes allow her to offer a more affordable product
that still makes a statement.
“They can be great if you really can’t do a big,
expensive cake,” she says. The candy adds a splash
of color on its own, so instead of including detailed
writing or design on the cake’s surface, customers
can opt for a simpler finish.
Piñata cakes also afford customers some
flexibility in terms of timing—unlike multitier
cakes finished with fondant, smaller piñata cakes

can be made on short notice. “Customers will let
me know what candy color to use two days before
they need the cake,” she says. For gender-reveal
cakes, that’s a big plus for customers who may not
know which color to use until the last minute.
Beyond gender reveals, piñata cakes can be an
easy, affordable last-minute addition to a bakery’s
birthday and holiday offerings. Let the candy
colors dictate the theme: pastels for spring and
Easter; red and pink for Valentine’s Day; and red,
white and blue for Independence Day.
As for the shelf life of piñata cakes? Sobel says
bakeries that specialize in custom desserts may be
best suited to make and sell them, as mass-produced
cakes made to last more than a few days often
include vegetable-based icing, which can make the
candy greasy, and cakes made from whipped cream
may not hold a piñata cake up for long.
“I have to do them last-minute,” Sobel says. “I
don’t trust the refrigerator and what it’s going to do
to the candy.” She opts for M&M’s® and Sixlets®
because they’re economical crowd-pleasers that
hold up well in baking. For the actual cake, Sobel
recommends denser chocolate or vanilla, rather
than white almond cake or other more delicate
options, to ensure the cake stays intact until it’s
time to break it open.
— Ashley Greene Bernick

Photos by iStock, top right images courtesy of Liam MacLeod/Culinary Institute Lab

Piñata cakes delight
customers—and offer
high profit margins.

COULD IT
CATCH
ON?

Print
Production

Dessert is moving
into a new dimension.
3-D printing isn’t new; the technology has
existed since the 1980s—and it’s now often
used to create everything from art and jewelry
to medical devices.
The technology’s imprint on the baking
industry is still unclear—as is the best way
to print chocolate truﬄes—but the Culinary
Institute of America is determined to find out.
“There are very few examples of literature
published on the thresholds of edible, powderbased carbohydrate printing processes,” says
Liam MacLeod, a 3-D printing specialist in
charge of the school’s 3-D lab. “Our main
mission is to discover the best way to manipulate
these machines to optimize texture and flavor.”
In spring 2015, the lab partnered with

manufacturer 3D Systems and began using plastic
powder printers retrofitted with stainless steel
parts to test culinary practices and procedures.
To create a confection, like a cinnamon-sugar
pumpkin shell, a mechanism within the printer
rolls tiny layers of sugar powder onto a tray. A print
head then dispenses water on the surface, binding
sugar and other carbohydrate layers together.
Beyond small confections, the process could be
used in larger-scale manufacturing, MacLeod says.
“You could organize 250 to 300 [items]
to print at exactly the same time,” he says.
“The beauty of it is every single one would be
identical. That could not be done by hand.”
Once sweets-making 3-D printers become
widely available, the price tag will likely be

9.5%

BAKERS'
POLL

Kit Kat®

Candy 10.7%
Counter

high. Media outlets like tech website The Verge
have estimated some models will be $10,000 to
$20,000. While that price range is out of reach
for many bakeries, the payoff from investing in
one could be huge.
“The machine is totally autonomous; you
don't need someone sitting over it at all times,”
MacLeod says. “There’s really not a lot of
overhead costs—just the electricity to run it.”
— Erin Brereton

We asked and you answered:
What's your favorite dessert to bake
with Reese's® Peanut Butter Cups?

Snickers®

Baking with candy
is a hot trend.
In October, we
conducted a poll
on Dawn Foods’
Facebook page
to determine
which candy tops
the list among
bakers. Here are
the results:

33.2%
Reese’s® Peanut Butter Cups

18.6%
Hershey®
Kisses

“I've worked in a few
bakeries [that only
did] simple cakes, and
I wanted to make a
cake different from
most traditional cakes.
So I make a four-layer
chocolate cake with
peanut butter frosting
and chocolate ganache,
as well as crushed
Reese’s® Peanut Butter
Cups, mini peanut
butter cups and
Reese’s® Pieces.”
—Kalila Holmes, line cook at
School Street Pub & Grill
in Gorham, Maine

28%
M&M’s®

DawnFoods.com
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Winning at

Wedding

Bakers share their expert tips for wowing today’s cake-hungry couples.
By Kate Rockwood | Photography by Tyllie Barbosa
fter a couple gets engaged,
a new courting process
begins—finding the
perfect wedding cake
for the perfect day. And
unlike previous generations, today’s couples now
have information at their fingertips, high
expectations and many options. To capture
the business of brides and grooms, a baker
must also be a matchmaker, capable of
navigating a couple through an unprecedented number of options from traditional,
multitier cakes to one-off designs popular
on social media.
According to a 2016 survey by The
Knot, 89 percent of brides and grooms
who got married in 2015 used their smartphones for wedding planning activities. “A
website with fabulous pictures of my cakes,
along with a Facebook page and Pinterest
page, has been a huge way to get customers
in the door,” says Jacqui Zeibell, owner of
Jacqui’s Cakes in Renton, Washington.
And getting couples to the bakery’s
website is only the first step. Bakeries need
to keep the digital habits and expectations
of the modern couple in mind throughout
the cake purchasing process. Experts
weigh in on how to handle tastings, guide
8
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decision-making and make sure the final
product is perfect for the perfect couple.

Think Outside the Cake Box Online
People love looking at images of lavish
cakes on social media, but they also like
seeing the behind-the-scenes of bakeries,
says Amanda Oakleaf, co-owner of Oakleaf
Cakes in Boston. Oakleaf Cakes has
more than 8,000 followers on Instagram,
and posts range from bakers applying

buttercream crumb coat to finishing up
an optical illusion on a fondant finish.
Posting these types of images can not
only help a bakery stand out, but can establish the business as an expert, building the
foundations of trust.
Once those social posts lead couples
onto a bakery’s website, though, they
need more than photos to stay interested—they need helpful information.
Most wedding cake buyers are first-timers

who need guidance. “Usually, the wedding
cake is the first custom cake they’ve ever
ordered,” says Libby Godecke, owner of
Chicago Custom Cakes.
On Oakleaf Cakes’ site, visitors access
charts that make it easy to understand the
silkiness versus sweetness of various icings.
They can also read about the entire cake
ordering process, from how a cake tasting
works to what the bakery’s delivery policy is.
Having that information prominently
displayed on the website positions the
bakery as a seasoned, organized and
detail-oriented partner. It also cuts down on
some of the back-and-forth with customers,
Oakleaf says, and that allows bakery staff
to spend more time baking cakes than
answering commonly asked questions.

gs

Money Matters

$575

the average amount
couples spend on
a wedding cake

While there’s no shortage of cake photos from
bakeries online, few businesses publicize
their pricing as freely. When digital-savvy
brides and grooms come to a bakery, they
may have researched cake prices, but it’s very
possible their estimates are way off.
To start off the partnership on the right
foot, talk budget early, even before a tasting
is booked. “I’ll have the couple email me
pictures of designs they like prior to the cake
tasting, and I’ll create an estimate for them,”
says Zeibell. “If it turns out the price is beyond
their budget, they’re not wasting their time—
and my time—by setting up a tasting.”
It may be worthwhile to post a rough
ballpark of the pricing on the bakery’s site,
says Oakleaf. When engaged couples know
that a tiered cake starts at $4 per person, it
can help them determine whether a custom
cake is in the budget.
Some bakeries, like Chicago Custom
Cakes, offer complimentary tastings. They
see the cost of ingredients and time as a
part of capturing new customers. Others
don’t shy away from charging, though. At
Denise Makes Cakes in New York City,
tastings are $45. “If they wind up ordering
a cake that’s more than $350, that $45 is
applied as a credit toward their final bill,”
says owner Denise Passarelli. Whether or
not there’s a price tag attached, bakers agree
that securing the tasting with a credit card is
the best way to ensure that couples show up.

Get in Their Heads
Once the budget’s been established, the next
major step is understanding the couple’s
DawnFoods.com
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Beyond the Cake
More couples celebrate without
a tiered masterpiece in sight.
Move over, wedding cake. More couples are serving
NON-CAKE DESSERT, ranging from custom-colored
cake pops to cobblers and pies to donut towers.
Monica Simpson, a recent bride from Long Beach,
California, had a petite cake used for cake-cutting photos.
Her 115 guests enjoyed Mexican hazelnut shortbread
cookies (a nod to her heritage), s’mores cupcakes and
passion fruit-macadamia tarts. “I think the variety is great
for a diverse crowd,” she says. “If we’d served wedding
cake, most people would have had a bite or two and then
the rest just gets bussed by the servers.”
Showcasing cupcakes and donut towers on the bakery’s
website and social channels and including photos in the
portfolio that couples thumb through at tastings is an
easy way to subtly market those treats to couples who
might be on the fence about a cake. And bakeries can
potentially pull in extra revenue by suggesting a postparty sweet to replace the staid late-night pizza bar that
follows many receptions.

10
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wedding vision and preparing for the tasting.
Getting details about the venue and
general style of the wedding before the
tasting helps weed out people who may be
putting the cart before the horse—or the
cake before the venue. “Some people get
engaged and immediately think, ‘Time to do
a tasting,’” says Oakleaf. If the couple winds
up booking a venue that only works with
partner bakeries or includes an in-house
cake for free, then the cake tasting is a
waste of everyone’s time, and the bakery’s
resources.
Pouring over inspirations and plans with
couples makes the process a personalized
team effort. “We can create cakes that are
trendy, but what we really want is to create
something that’s truly custom to the couple,”
says Oakleaf, whether that means painted
flowers that match the bride’s bouquet or a
Harry Potter-themed cake to commemorate
the couple’s first date.
At Chicago Custom Cakes, Godecke asks
customers to come to tastings prepared with
invitations, fabric, flowers and venue photos,
along with pictures of cakes they like. “You
wouldn’t want to design a rustic cake with
burlap details for an elegant venue where
[the bride is] wearing satin,” says Godecke.
“It’s incongruous. You want the cake to stand
out but still fit visually into their wedding.”
Another way bakeries can capture
customers’ wedding vision is by asking them
to create a Pinterest board to collect images
of cakes, flowers, decor and wedding dresses
they like. This helps bakeries understand
details the couple may not be able to express.
Seeing all the images alongside each other
will also help the couple—and the baker—
determine whether elements are consistent.

Make it an Experience
The tasting’s a key part of doing business, but
it’s important to step back and remember it’s
also part of the wedding process. That first
meeting is more about brainstorming a cake
design and building rapport than it is about
flavor, Godecke says.
In addition, the tasting should be a fun,
memorable event for the couple, especially if they’re millennials, a demographic
that highly values experiences and spends
more on them than any other generation,
according to research by Eventbrite.
Without overwhelming customers,
bakeries can ensure the tasting is special by
hosting it in an isolated part of the bakery,

setting an Instagram-worthy table and
presenting samples on equally appealing
stands and dishes. This type of presentation will only further establish the bakery’s
reputation as a quality vendor.
For Monica Simpson, who recently
completed a wedding cake order with
Sweet & Saucy Shop in Long Beach, California, the tasting struck the right balance.
She and her fiance received separate trays
of cakes, fillings, icings and toppings, and
were then left to sample. “Everything was
displayed like a Victorian tea party, but
then we were able to have a private, honest
conversation about what we loved and
didn’t like,” she says.

Flex Your Expertise
Customers using social media and internet
searches to scope out cakes may believe
their options are limitless. And engaged
couples are used to being catered to, but
bakers shouldn’t bend over backward to
meet every request, especially if it’s going to
result in a subpar sweet. Godecke remembers a vegan bride who had her heart set
on a three-tiered cake. “Without the eggs,
the cake didn’t have the same structural
integrity,” she says. “I tried a few times, but
there’s only so much you can fight science.”
So she presented the bride with a few alternatives. “People might come to you with a
vision, but they’re also hiring you for your
expertise and advice,” Godecke says.
The same goes for flavors. While there’s
a lot of room for creativity, staff should steer
customers in the right direction. “We’ll tell
people if their flavor choice is bad,” Oakleaf
says. Key lime buttercream on a chocolate
cake, for example, may sound fun, but it
would be a flavor flop.
When it comes to weddings, bakeries
are truly part of a couple’s planning team.
Beyond finding a beautiful cake that meets
a budget, brides and grooms want a dessert
that’s personal and symbolic of their relationship, as well as one that will provide for
a memorable cake cutting.
By accommodating the digital behaviors of today’s brides and grooms and
serving as an experienced, friendly guide,
as well as a baker, throughout the ordering
process, bakeries can ensure their cakes are
the sweetest part of every wedding.
Kate Rockwood is a freelance food and
business writer based in Chicago.

The Sweet Side
Photo courtesy of Maury Rubin/The City Bakery

O F

G O I N G

G R E E N

Maury Rubin is an early adopter. His New
knew I had discovered a new bakery model.”
York City-based City Bakery has used
In the following decade, Birdbath’s
green practices since it opened in
popularity spawned six more locations,
Sustainable practices
1990. Fifteen years later, when Rubin
and Rubin saw the concept spread
can help bakeries
launched a new, dedicated retail
throughout the foodservice sector.
boost brand image and
bakery, making sustainability a big
save money—it may be
Grow Green
part of its persona was a no-brainer.
easier than you think.
For the past several years, chefs have
He didn’t realize it would be a major
identified environmental sustainability
draw for customers, but they came in
By Erin Brereton
as a hot food industry trend in the National
droves to Birdbath Bakery’s 240-squareRestaurant Association’s annual culinary forefoot storefront, adorned with LED lights and
cast—and with good reason. Bakeries that reduce
walls made from sunflower seeds.
energy use, cut water consumption and make other sustain“When we opened, it attracted a huge amount of
able moves often see overhead costs drop as a result.
attention right away, and that was really driven by people’s
Adopting green practices can also often have a posiinterest in [our use of] green materials,” Rubin says. “The
tive effect on customer satisfaction. Rasma Zvaners, policy
embrace of it was so strong, after about six months, I
DawnFoods.com
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[a good] price if you buy [bags] in bulk,” Weiner
says. “Every time we buy new ones, we’re spending $10,000 to $12,000.”
A smaller step bakeries can take is evaluating
how paper and plastic are used throughout the
bakery—from baking in the kitchen to sending
customers out the door with a package of goods—
and then determining how material waste could
be reduced at each stage. For example, offering
a slight discount on coffee to customers who
reuse their cup or bring a mug can help decrease
the number of paper cups that end up in the
trash. Another potential waste-saver is handing
customers one or two napkins with their orders,
rather than leaving a dispenser out.

director for the American Bakers Association, says
her organization’s members report bakery retail
customers and consumers are expressing a greater
interest in green practices. “Customers are asking
more questions about what baking companies are
doing to be more sustainable,” she says.

Pack Light

A look at sustainable practices
(clockwise from top left): Replacing ceiling lights
with LED bulbs can mean smaller energy bills;
aerators in hand sinks save water; Pearl Bakery
in Portland, Oregon, cuts energy costs with an
eco-friendly air delivery system; baking muffins
without liners reduces paper waste.
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While foodservice businesses of all kinds are
taking steps to become more eco-friendly, bakeries face unique challenges other eateries may not,
according to Scott Weiner, co-owner of Chicago’s
West Town Bakery. Bakeries have more paper
waste than many other foodservice businesses, he
says. Every muﬃn is in a liner; each to-go coffee
comes in a disposable cup with a sleeve.
Biodegradable bags and other items are an
option, but they can be costly. “You can only get

Four out of 5 consumers deem reducing food
waste as important as reducing packaging waste,
according to research from market intelligence
agency Mintel.
Cutting how much food gets tossed starts
with monitoring the bakery’s trash. “If you keep
consistently throwing away apricots, change
the menu to use them more often, or don’t
order as much,” says Jeffery Clark, director of
the National Restaurant Association’s Conserve
program. “Or change what you’re doing because
your customers [maybe] just don't like it.”
Regardless of smart ordering, there will
always be some leftovers. Put those products
or ingredients to use—and profit. Several years
ago, Portland, Oregon’s Pearl Bakery debuted
its cinnamon crown pastry, made from scraps
created when croissant dough is fed into the
bakery’s rolling pin machine. The scraps are
baked in muﬃn tins to create cinnamon crowns.
Today, it’s one of the bakery’s best-selling items.
Pearl’s owner, Eric Lester, also donates
unsold items to local homeless shelters and lowincome housing facilities. Pearl also puts its
coffee grounds, eggshells and other items in four
large plastic composting bins and recycles metal,
plastic, cardboard and paper. “We have one little
dumpster for the entire block,” Lester says. “We
don’t throw away a lot.”

Water Wisely
Foodservice establishments’ water and wastewater service costs have risen at a rate that’s
well above the consumer price index in the
past decade; and the Environmental Protection
Agency estimates they’ll keep rising.
Overall, the EPA estimates implementing
water-eﬃcient practices in commercial facilities
can cut operating costs by roughly 11 percent. To

Photos courtesy of iStock, Eric Lester/Pearl Bakery

Curb Food Waste

start, Clark suggests bakeries fix leaks in bathrooms, add aerators to hand sinks and install
an approximately $70 water-eﬃcient pre-rinse
spray valve (PRSV) designed to remove food
from dishes before dishwashing in sinks. “Spray
valves can save $300 a year on the low end,” he
says. “On the high end, they can save thousands
a year.”

Clean Your Gear
The foodservice sector spends $10 billion a year
on energy; nearly 80 percent of which is lost to
ineﬃcient cooking, holding and storage, according to energy-based holding company PG&E.
To improve energy eﬃciency, Lester recommends cleaning natural gas-powered oven burners
every few months to remove flour dust build-up
and changing air conditioner filters once a month.
Bakery owners and managers are often
surprised at how much energy and water a few
easily implemented best practice changes can
produce, according to Richard Young, lead engineer and director of education at PG&E Food
Service Technology Center.
“For instance, dirty condenser coils in refrigeration equipment can double the cost to operate,
and bakeries are especially notorious for dirty
coils because of all the airborne flour,” Young
says. “An aggressive coil cleaning program will
save money and help prevent equipment failure.”

Get Light Bright
“Bakeries often have lots of old, ineﬃcient linear
lighting fixtures,” Young says. “The newest LED
fixtures will often pay for themselves in a year
or less.”
Two years ago, Pearl started replacing all
incandescent bulbs in its ceiling lights, which
frequently burned out, with LED ones. “It costs
a little bit more per bulb, but I haven’t replaced a
bulb since I installed them, they’re not hot when
lit and use a lot less energy,” Lester says. “I’ve
seen a reduction in the energy bill.”

Disrupt the Chain
Wholesale bakers are increasingly focused on
better understanding their entire supply chain,
according to Zvaners. When Lester first began
looking at ways he could incorporate sustainable
practices, the former CPA immediately honed
in on purchasing. Today, the bakery buys flats of
fruits and vegetables from a local farmers’ market.
“Of course, the biggest item you’re purchasing is ingredients,” he says. “I’m hopefully minimizing travel and the power and fuel required to
bring the product to customers.”

LEED the Charge
While not all bakeries have the cash to make
drastic structural changes, as you remodel or
expand to new locations, sustainability should
be a priority.
When Lester opened Pearl’s second location, his son, who has an electrical engineering
degree, persuaded him to install a LEEDrecognized green roof. (Leadership in Energy &
Environmental Design—LEED—is a green
building certification program that recognizes
best-in-class building strategies and practices.)
Lester estimates it cost $5,000 more than a
standard roof would have.
In general, a green roof has a life of up to 60
years, two to three times longer than a traditional roof; helps reduce HVAC costs; and can,
in some areas, qualify for government subsidies.
In addition, to maintain the temperature and
dough quality in the bread production room,
Lester installed a device he describes as a “great
big sock” that brings outside air inside, in lieu of
air conditioning.
"The roof and air delivery system initially
involved big capital costs,” he says. “But with
$1,500 to $2,000 a month in [air conditioner]
electric power savings, in one year’s time, we’ve
easily paid for both those things.”

Super
Swaps
Wondering how much a few
sustainability changes can save?

Save $290 annually
by switching to a high-efficiency
electric convection oven.

Save $500 annually
by shutting off holding cabinets at night.

Stay Focused
Owners may have the best intentions about
making their business more sustainable, but
seeing changes through can prove diﬃcult.
“A lot of people don’t have the necessary
time to research or vet or follow up on things,”
Rubin says. “If I own a bakery, I work seven
days a week, 12 to 14 hours a day. That’s [something I can only think about] the 15th, 16th or
18th hour.”
Clark recommends networking with other
businesses to see what sustainable practices they
follow. In addition, contacting the bakery’s utility provider about potential rebates and incentives may uncover more opportunities to save.
“Start with one thing, be it food waste, or
switching out light bulbs or composting,” he
says. “When you have more time, do the next
thing. It’s impossible to do everything at once.”
As Weiner says, at the end of the day, some
customers will choose a bakery because of its
cupcake prices, not its environmentally friendly
practices—so aim for sustainability efforts that
strike a balance between making a cost-effective
impact without compromising core products.
Erin Brereton is a freelance writer in Chicago.

Save $490 on water costs and
$475 on heating annually
by using a low-flow pre-rinse spray valve with
a rating of 1.6 gallons per minute
for four hours a day.

Cut electricity costs up to 80%
by swapping open/closed and EXIT signs
with LED technology.

Going green?

Visit DawnFoods.com/green
for our checklist for bakeries.

DawnFoods.com
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5 STEPS
TO ...

CREATING A
DELICIOUS
INSTAGRAM
FEED
How to build an
Instagram account
that's a feast
for the eyes

Business accounts allow
owners to include a phone
number, an email address,
a website and a physical
address, ensuring followers
can contact and locate the
bakery. A business account
also provides access to
Instagram Insights, which
lets owners see metrics like
impressions (the total number
of times a post was seen) and
reach (the number of unique
users who saw a post) to help
bakeries measure the success
of their posting strategies,
says Sara Lancaster, founder
and creative director at
food marketing firm The
Condiment Marketing Co.
14

2

Every successful
food-related Instagram
account has one thing
in common, according
to Lancaster: “Beautiful,
mouth-watering food
photos.” Bakeries don’t have
to work with a professional
food photographer to create
great images, says Rachel
Crampsey, owner and head
baker at Montclair Bread
Company in Montclair, New
Jersey. “Make sure there is
enough light, try to eliminate
shadows and make sure
it is in focus,” she says.
“Instagram gets instant
results. If there’s a picture of
a donut special, it will sell out
within the hour. I have to alert
the team so they’re prepared
for customers.”
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3

Use Hashtags

Good pictures are
crucial, but they’re
useless if people
don’t see them. Hashtags
work as a search tool. Think
about what customers
would search for and test.
Crampsey also recommends
checking which hashtags are
used by Instagram accounts
of bakeries or restaurants
that have a lot of followers.
“Research shows that three
hashtags [per post] garners
the most engagement,”
Lancaster says. “You should
have one branded hashtag,
one location hashtag and
one descriptive hashtag to
cover your bases.”

4

Post
Regularly

How much a bakery posts
can matter just as much as
what it posts, according to
Crampsey. “I try not to post
more than once a day, but
I try to make sure I do post
at least once a day,” she
says. “It’s about consistency.
I try not to be noisy.” Trial
and error is the best
approach to pinpointing
an ideal posting frequency.
“Test posting at different
times of day [and] days of
the week to see what will get
you the most engagement,”
Lancaster says. At the bare
minimum, post once a
week, she advises.

5

Talk Back

Instagram is a twoway street. “Reply
to every mention, like and
re-gram, to further your
reach. When a follower
comments on an image,
include his or her username
in the reply to ensure the
person sees the response. This
is free marketing,” Lancaster
says. She adds, rather than
ignore or delete negative
comments, see if you can
engage. Transparency can be
as important as rave reviews.
“Keep it short and upbeat.”
If a customer asks a question
or needs information that
requires a long explanation,
encourage the person to call
or email the bakery.
— Matt Alderton
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Sign Up for
a Business
Account

Make Mouths
Water

A True PHO-Free Drop-in Solution
EXPANDED TEMPERATURE RANGE
CLEAN FLAVOR PROFILE • GROWN IN THE USA

PHO functionality,
without the PHO.
Golden Flex expands the reach of non-PHO
shortenings into the more challenging baking,
icing and donut applications. Unlike most
non-PHO shortenings which suffer reduced
functionality and flexibility compared to PHO
shortenings, Golden Flex is a true PHO-free
drop-in replacement.
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FRESH
THINKING

NOT SURE HOW TO
WORK WITH

RHUBARB?

HERE'S HOW TO GO
FROM FRESH TO COOKED:
bit.do/Rhubarb

SCONES:
Slice rhubarb stalks ¼ inch thick
and toss with sugar. Mix it into
a quick-leavened dough.
UPSIDE DOWN CAKE:
Cube rhubarb and toss it with
cornstarch and sugar. Cover the
mix evenly with cake batter.
COOKIES:
Add diced rhubarb and sour cream
to standard cookie mix.
Stir until all ingredients
are combined.
FRENCH TOAST:
Stir rhubarb, sugar, cornstarch and
orange juice and orange zest over
low heat to form a filling. Spoon
filling over a layer of bread slices;
cover with second layer of
bread slices. Mix egg and milk;
pour over bread layers and
bake in a 350 degree oven.

SWEET
TART
REIMAGINE
HOW YOU USE
RHUBARB.
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DONUT GLAZE:
Combine rhubarb with
strawberries and butter.
Mix in heavy cream, vanilla
extract. Heat in saucepan and
whisk in white chocolate chips.

